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It is already abundantly clear that Israel is adamant to ignore the demands of the ICJ and
carry through with its genocide until its horrific end. Instead of reversing course, key forces
in Israel celebrate their drive for genocide against the Palestinians and their objective of an
Israeli colonization of Gaza. See this.

Consequently, Israel will not put to justice anyone involved in its genocide.

We must remember, that the genocide is carried out by the criminal orders and/or criminal
incitement by top Israeli leaders like president Herzog, the prime minister Netanyahu, the
defense minister  Galant,  the security  minister  Ben-Gvir,  foreign minister  Katz,  and finance
minister Smotrich. Benny Gantz is probably also guilty as part of this gang.

Guilty is the Israeli military top and lots and lots of people all the way down to soldiers
committing the acts. We also have Israeli media, religious persons, analysts, legal experts,
and diplomats involved. 

Like Germany 1945, we confront a state and society infested with genocidal ideology, its
meticulous planning, and its bloody execution. And the trials afterwards proved no remorse
among the perpetrators. 

Haaretz today 29 January 2024, lists nearly all the above-named persons as involved in
genocide or incitement to genocide. Haaretz further writes that the ICJ ruling should by
adhered to by Israel as a “yellow card” for Israel,  including its leaders. But Haaretz is
deluded in believing any Israeli institution will take action against the genocide continuing,
or any action against any individuals leading or inciting it.
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Somebody else must bring justice.

Like Germany 1945, there is no chance that the country itself will stop and carry out justice
once its bloody genocide fails in an abyss of self-destruction. Like the trial in Nüremberg in
Germany 1945, the outside World will have to organize and carry through the trial for the
genocide carried out by Israel in coordination with the USA. An international trial, in which
US President Biden, Antony Blinken, Jake Sullivan, and Lloyd Austin will stand accused as
well. And like the World saw at Nüremberg in 1945, there is no chance that the defendants
will show any remorse, not even in the minute when their sentence was carried out.
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Featured image: Ahmad Shabat and his uncle Ibrahim at Al-Aqsa Martyrs Hospital in Deir el-Balah in the
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